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It’s spring! Freshly sheared sheep eagerly return to pastures. Photo - Chengwatana Farm, Minnesota
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complete, until three ewe lambs decided to jump our
electric fence and go on a road trip of their own. It was
all-hands-on-deck as we ran after the trio. During the
round-up, one lamb had split from the group, and in the
blink of an eye, that lamb ran out of our line-of-site. We
looked for tracks in the snow and listened for bleating,
but it was as if the lamb had just disappeared. The reality
of the situation set in quickly— I had just lost one of my
little black ewe lambs.

A Lost Lamb
And when he finds it, he joyfully puts it on his shoulders and
goes home. Then he calls his friends and neighbors together
and says, ‘Rejoice with me; I have found my lost sheep.’ Luke
15:5-6 NIV Study Bible

By: Jacqueline Harp
It was early January 2014, when my father took a crosscountry trip to acquire ten American Black Welsh
Mountain ewe lambs from Oogie McGuire to add new
genetics to our hobby farm, Res Ipsa Loquiter. He had
returned late, and decided to move the sheep after a few
hours of sleep. Our trailer was full of bedding and
boasted a heated water bucket, making it a perfect place
for the lambs to rest overnight. Early in the morning,
snow covered the ground, and we set up a solar electric
fence. The lambs would spend a thirty-day “new animal”
quarantine in the temporary paddock. The job seemed

Our hobby farm sits on a State Route, and is surrounded
by cattle ranchers, fenced pastures, and thick woods,
providing many places for a small black lamb to hide.
My whole family and I searched along the road and in
the woods until sunset. We let all the neighbors know that
a little black ewe lamb was missing, and posted an ad in
two Craigslist categories: “Lost & Found,” and “Farm &
Garden.” Four days passed, during which time we were
hit with temperatures below zero. It was so cold outside,
even the heated water buckets froze.
Neighbors walked and drove around,
keeping their eyes open for a little
black lamb, but it seemed that we
would never see the ewe lamb again.
The call that we had been hoping for
came during a power outage. As fast
as possible, we all packed into the
mini-van and went to the location of
the sighting – a nearby pasture. We
found tracks in the new dusting of
snow and followed the freshest tracks
over several pastures — until we saw
the ewe lamb! She was covered in
burrs and snow, but in good health. It
was easy to catch her since she was
exhausted from her “road trip” and
was happy to see us. Even though the
power was out and the weather
unpleasant, the shepherds and ewe
lamb were thankful to come home
safe and sound.
As a young shepherdess, it was good
to see firsthand the American Black
Welsh Mountain Sheep live up to its
reputation as a hardy, strong breed.
Jackie and family members returning
with the lost ewe lamb. Photo and story
from Res Ipsa Loquitur Farm, Missouri
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Lamb Tracker
LambTracker development is continuing at a fast pace.
Our entire flock now has EID ear tags and all lambs
starting in 2014 will have their official and EID tags in at
birth. We used LambTracker to collect data for most of
my fall sheep evaluations. We uncovered a few user
interface issues and some bugs and fixed them.
Then we used LambTracker during our USDA artificial
insemination experiment this year to collect additional
data for the researcher including insemination depth and
estrus characteristics. During shearing we used
LambTracker to print labels for fleece bags and developed a paper data entry form to collect individual data.
Shearing moves too fast to enter in the specifics for each
sheep one at a time unless you have a separate person
doing the data entry. With the shearer, my husband
getting sheep ready and me handling wool there just
wasn’t enough people to do the LambTracker data entry
as well.

A gorgeous ram at Wild Rose Farm, British Columbia

Canadian members have
new payment procedure

The drug and medication part of the database is finished.
The sheep management module collects information on
when sheep have their toes trimmed or are given a
wormer or a vaccine. The lambing module is written and
will be tested this season. We are due to start lambing 24
April and have 60 ewes bred so I am sure LambTracker
will get a workout.

Unfortunately our bank now charges us huge fees to
process checks from Canada, even if they are drawn in
US dollars. Fees have varied a bit but typically run $3050 each check. That often means that we pay more than
we receive when a member pays for registrations or
transfers using a check. For example - to deposit two
checks was more money to deposit them than we got
back.

I am slowly entering in my historical data and have
developed several spreadsheets that can be used for data
entry. Blood collection and our official scrapie inspection
should happen in the next 2 weeks and we’ll be using
LambTracker to print blood tube labels and collect
information on all the sheep that are present. All the code
to date is up on my GitHub account. Details and links at
www.lambtracker.com

So starting in 2014 we must require all payments be
made via our Paypal account. Paypal can be used to pay
using a credit card, or your own bank account and their
fees to us are reasonable. We do apologize for any
inconvenience this causes and wethank you for your
cooperation in this matter.

Approved North American Inspector
for the UK Black Welsh Mountain Sheep Assoc.
I am available to come inspect and consult with members on
their flocks.I will evaluate every sheep in the flock with you and
discuss good and bad points as compared to the UK standard. A
written evaluation of every sheep can be provided.
Fees are $20/day per flock plus all expenses. I am willing to
travel all over the US and Canada to inspect sheep but I will
need to time my travels to be after our own lambing dates.
Call 970-527-3573 or email
oogiem@desertweyr.com to set up an appointment.
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A Genetic Surprise at Gill-Power Hobby Farm
I read the article on Genetic
Anomalies in BW with interest. We
have 5 breeding ewes and 4 of them
have white markings on their noses.
Millie is the only ewe who does not
have a white nose, but her twins do.

Ram lamb Milton in
spring of 2012 and wether
Milton now.

In 2012 we had the great pleasure
of watching the delivery of a very
handsome ram who came into our
lives. He was born with a white
spot on his head, two back hooves
and the end of his tail is also white.
Everyone who sees him is always curious to now why he
is so different. Milton was born to one of our registered
ewes May who was unfortunately impregnated by her
father Polaris. We had to make the decision if we should
send Milton to market or keep him as a pet. The decision was easy. He was castrated and has grown into a
very handsome wether.
He is very friendly and never uses his horns to ram us.
He loves to play with his family members and enjoys a
visit from our friend’s dog Poppy. Everyday when I am
cleaning the pastures and shelters Milton follows me
around looking for his pat on his head. Milton will
always be a part of our family and a friend for life.
Rosalie Power
Gill-Power Hobby Farm, British Columbia

CBC Radio One spotlights Sheep
Shearing in Saskatchewan
Reporter Eric Anderson tracked down shearer
Lorrie Reed south of Webb, SK a few weeks ago.
Lorrie and his crew were interviewed for the
Morning Edition show hosted by Sheila Coles.
After the interviews the white sheep continued to be
sheared, so there was time to visit the pens of Black Welsh
ewes and rams. As you can see, Eric was amazed by this
little Black Welsh Mountain ewe lamb, as flock owner Val
Fiddler looks on. Eric didn’t understand why there was
much baaaing and foot stamping going on near by. Val
explained to him that the lambs mother wasn’t happy that
he had the lamb and was asking for him to put it down
and back away! Photo by K. Teichrib at Newland Ranch,
Saskatchewan.
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A long black line. Photo from Jerry Jones - Rockbridge Farm, Pennsylvania

Who’s related to who in Black Welsh Bloodlines
are critically rare. In the sample the analysis was run on
there were only 15 animals in one of the lines, 28 in
another and 36 in the third. The sample was 473 sheep
taken from the overall population.
Information on the reports we will be getting is here:
NAGP uses this technique with many livestock populations. An example of the calculation in Lincoln sheep is
here: http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2UserFiles/Place/
54020503/animal/
cluster%20analysis%20example02112013.pdf
And here is an article that discuses the use of this technique in pigs: http://www.nsif.com/Conferences/2005/
pdf%5CGermplasmProgram.pdf
Info on clustering techniques in general is here: http://
www.slideshare.net/jewelmrefran/cluster-analysis15529464
Here is the link to the top level at NAGP. The intro link
at top has information on how they calculate a the
clusters then the details they have done for various
breeds are links below that.
http://www.ars.usda.gov/Main/docs.htm?docid=23140
Eugenie (Oogie) McGuire - Desert Weyr, LLC

Oogie has been working with NAGP (National Animal
Germplasm Program) on a population analysis of the
entire North American BWMS population. Here is an
interesting overview of her studies.
I started the data verification and creating the input files
back in December. I finally got clean data to them a
couple of weeks ago. They ran the analysis on a sample
and at this point it looks like we have 7 bloodlines in
North America. We also have some significant inbreeding
issues, nothing I didn’t already know.
What the new data will allow us to do is to place the
sheep along an axis and easily see who is more closely
related to whom in a really simple graphic. I had hoped
for more definitive data by now but we have run into
some issues with differing inbreeding coefficients using
different tools and they need to get sorted before the
grouping analysis can be run. I will report back as soon
as I have data.
I’m also exploring ways to run the analysis myself maybe
once a year or so so we have an up to date version of
the state of the sheep.
Preliminary data indicate that there are 3 bloodlines that
5
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EVENTS
Shepherds Harvest Festival, Minnesota’s
Photo feom RIL Farm

largest sheep and wool festival with an outstanding array
of over 120 vendors, a full range of classes and many
breeds of sheep, goat, llama and alpaca on display.
Purchase fibers, yarns, weavers, spinning wheels, potters
and cheese makers from our Midwestern countryside. A
great family event. Admission is $5
Friday, May 16th – Classes Only
Sat May 17th 9:00 - 5:00 Sun May 18th 10:00 - 4:00
Washington County Fairgrounds
County Rd 15 and State Hwy 5
Lake Elmo, MN
Visit http://www.shepherdsharvestfestival.org/ for more
info.

Question: what does “birth notified” mean (because
the fees are different and lower for birth notified lambs vs
non-birth notified lambs).

Answer: The animal is birth notified when you send in
your lambing report for the year (lambs at that time can
be registered or not). This gives all the information
needed to register a sheep with no need to contact the
breeder for additional info (as you have the option to
later register the lambs previously reported).

The Pipestone Lamb and Wool Program,
dedicated to changing sheep production to make it more
profitable for producers, is excited to offer an idea filled
sheep facility tour. phy of sheep production from four
successful sheep producers.
Visit our website www.pipestonesheep.com for registration information and to view pictures of tour locations.
Registration forms and additional information about our
facility tour are available on our web page or individuals
can contact the Pipestone Lamb and Wool Management
Program, Minnesota West Community and Technical
College, P.O. Box 250; Pipestone, MN 56164, (800)
658-2330, mike.caskey@mnwest.edu, or
philip.berg@mnwest.edu.

Sheep For Sale
For sale, a small number of registered Black
Welsh Mountain ewes and rams are available
from Chengwatana Farm (Minnesota).
We have been breeding for lambing performance, wool quality and body conformation.
Our herd sire is Desert Weyr Mynock. His
lambs are stunning and we have kept two of
these ram lambs as potential flock sires. Our
sheep are raised organically and are accustomed to intensive rotational grazing. Samples
of wool and yarn are available.

FIBRE WEEK at Olds College
Olds, Alberta Canada -June 23 - 27, 2014
Classes in Master Spinning/Weaving and many other
fibre related workshops. Also take in the Wool and Fibre
Show, Silent Auction, Fashion Show, Merchants Mall
and much more. For more info visit www.oldscollege.ca/
fibreweek

Annual Membership

For more information and prices, please go to
www.chengwatanafarm.com or call 218-2324189. Also see us on Facebook Chengwatana Farm, where you can see
plenty of photos.

Reminder

Dues are still $20.00 a year. Many breeders
are not current and are in arrears with their
membership dues. Please note that your
sheep will not be registered or transferred
to new buyers until your dues are paid in full.
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